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KÄHRS SPRAY MOP KIT
A modern, lightweight, durable spray mop easy to handle

Convenient and ergonomic use with trigger controlled cleaner application

Suitable for both lacquered and oiled floors

Works also well on all washable surfaces such as vinyl, laminate, linoleum, stone, tiles, other painted/lacquered surfaces etc.

It contains:

Mop holder plate with an ergonomic pole, special design to apply an uniform pressure on the surface which has to be cleaned

Replaceable Spray Cleaner tank 0,75 liter, easy to be removed and refilled

Cleaner Spray 1 liter, PH neutral, water based and biodegradable, no content of formaldehyde or other dangerous substances

Rotating head for ultimate reach in difficult areas

3 pieces of high end long lasting, reusable and washable microfiber pad with Velcro allows you to use the mop for other maintenance activities (

apply maintenance oil or lacquer refresher ) using different pads

Easy storage using the retractable hook 

Helps us protecting the planet using less water compared with the traditional mop

Complete cleaning kit for damp mopping of wooden floors
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Product details

Article NumberArticle Number 710574

NameName Kährs Spray Mop Kit

EAN CodeEAN Code 7393969236188

Accessory typeAccessory type Maintenance
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Descriptions & Imagery

All samples, images and product description, plus photo and brochure specifications are there for the sole purpose of giving an approximate idea
of the items described in them. They shall not form part of the contract or have any contractual force and should be viewed for illustrative
purposes only. We cannot guarantee that your computer’s display or the quality of the print will accurately reflect the colour of the products. Your
product may vary slightly from the images within this literature.
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